In the history of collecting the late Howard Mansfield has an important and lovable place. Collectors are many, but it happens to few that by collecting from strange lands and unknown places they become not only ambassadors of good will but interpreters between one people and another. in October, 1937, the metalwork and textiles. In the past month the print collection, which, among such collections in Japan and the West, is a notable one, has been on view. After the close of the exhibition this will be available to the public in the Print Room.
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The scope of the Mansfield print collection, which contains three hundred and thirty-nine items, is shown by the list on page 115. Mr.
Mansfield deliberately kept his print collection rather small and constantly improved it by exchanging lesser prints for better ones. When he turned it over to the Museum, it was indeed a superlative assemblage, giving in fine examples a cross section of the entire history of Japanese print-making down to the middle of the nineteenth century. With the collection came Mr. Mansfield's catalogue, a catalogue which shows the scholarly interest and care that he had for these prints. We regret that we cannot at the present time print the catalogue in its entirety, but we took a great deal from it for labels for the exhibition. For additional help in the preparation of the labels we are indebted to Mrs. Henry L. Phillips, who was kind enough to assist us with suggestions and proof-reading.
Color prints were among the first examples of Japanese art to attract Western collectors. Following the visit of Admiral Perry's black ships in 1853, intercourse between Japan and the Western world was accelerated and more and more prints came to the West. They had only to be seen to be admired, and they will continue to be admired as long as they or records of them exist.
Ukiyoye-literally, pictures of the Floating World-is the most brilliant manifestation of popular visual art in the extant history of man's creative endeavor. It is without peer in Western art. The books tell us quite clearly that Ukiyoye was a popular art, cheap rather than expensive and not taken seriously by the intelligentsia of its day. As a definition, however, that is a little too easy, because we have in the very number of surviving prints proof that they were valued enough to be preserved. Parallels to Ukiyoye in Western art are not very good. We take pleasure in collections of old valentines and Christmas cards, of theater programs and theater posters. In the early part of this century children collected series of small cards picturing actresses, prize-fighters, and baseball players. In these there is a likeness; but
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The If one accepts the theory that great geniuses, and therefore great monuments, are not so much isolated phenomena as culminations of vital movements-that Shakespeare, for example, still represents the crest of a wave of drama, poetry, and the use of words-then one should not be surprised that popular art, when it did appear in Japan, was superlative; for it came out of the background, of more than a thousand years' duration, of a people who consciously strove to render every visual detail of life exquisite and charming-and did so. Small wonder that when Japan's Broadway began to advertise the results were spectacular.
It should be emphasized that Ukiyoye is the art of Japan's Broadway and that this brilliant record of the current interests of a people stems from that phase of national life. It should be remembered, too, that, while it may have been the most vivid and memorable phase of its period, the ordinary routine of the nation went on-family life, religion, the daily round. To ignore this would be no more correct than to assume that France at the end of the nineteenth century was, as a nation, composed entirely of ballet girls, race horses, and cafe singers as depicted by Degas. 
